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About
Like Minded Collective is a networking
marketplace where like-minded
influencers, brands and small businesses
can all connect.
The platform was created for
underrepresented influencers and brands
to monetize their business. LMC is a place
where the pricing is affordable, the
platform is easy to use and most
importantly, everyone is welcome.

Founder
Inbal Claudio
Inbal
Claudio
California.

is an entrepreneur, military wife, and mom from Southern

Shortly after starting her own brokerage, she realized that real estate wasn’t for
her and was inspired to step foot into the candle industry. She launched her
first business, GOLDWICK, in 2017 with the support of her now-husband making
and selling non-toxic, natural, and clean candles. While her business was
expanding, she and her husband soon found out they were moving from
California to North Carolina for the next 4 years.
Having GOLDWICK made this transition a lot easier for Inbal since she could
take the candles with her and make them anywhere. She traveled all over the
state doing shows, collaborating with boutiques, and then found out that she
was pregnant with her first child at the beginning of 2019.
Later that year, Inbal started researching influencer marketing tactics for her
first business and realized that finding the perfect influencer was more difficult
than she thought. The platforms she discovered were completely out of her
budget and her small business didn’t fulfill most of their minimum
requirements.
Inbal’s own experiences lead her to do the next best thing which is to create a
platform where all influencers and brands are welcome.

Features
ACCESS TO AN EXTENSIVE SEARCH FUNCTION

Directly connecting influencers and businesses to a unique search
function unlike any other platform

BUSINESS & INFLUENCER RATING SYSTEM
Businesses and influencers will be able to leave reviews about their
experiences working together, contributing to star ratings that
appear on profiles

AN INCLUSIVE, COLLABORATIVE AND CREATIVE
ENVIRONMENT
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